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Indulge  |  Nurture  |  Embrace  |  Create  |  Inspire

PERTH INTERNATIONAL CABARET FESTIVAL 
2022

Perth International Cabaret Festival celebrates culture and the art of 
telling stories in their many forms, influences and origins. 
We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the many lands upon which we 
meet, work and live across this great country, and the enduring significance to 
the Wadjuk people of the Noongar Nation to the lands, waters and sky around 
Boorloo (Perth), which have been part of their lives, stories, dances and songs 
for thousands of years. In so doing, we pay our respects to Elders past, present 
and emerging.  As a festival based on storytelling, we acknowledge that our 
First Nations People are the first story-tellers.

IN 2022, WE PROUDLY PRESENT:
The Wait — Vika and Linda Bull

Simply Meow — Meow Meow
Songs from the Noongaroke Lounge — Gina Williams AM and Guy Ghouse

Animal in Hiding — Lior (and Domini Forster)
Up Close and Personal — Paul Capsis

Still Alive (and Kicking) — Gill Hicks
Over the Rainbow — Libby Hammer and Ali Bodycoat

A Night of Respect and Wonder: Stevie Wonder and Aretha Franklin — AViiDA
Maria, Marlene & Me — Brigitte Heuser

BOOBS — Selina Jenkins
Left to My Imagination — Eloise Madison

There’s Nothin’ Like a Dame — Peter Cumins
Campfire Ukulele Torture — Tomas Ford

Uplate Downstairs
Closing Night Gala

and… 

a Community Involvement Programme filled with fun and FREE events 
proudly supported by Lotterywest and City of Perth.
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MESSAGE FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
PERTH INTERNATIONAL CABARET FESTIVAL

Welcome back to the second Perth International Cabaret Festival! 
I’m honoured and thrilled to return to my adoptive home as your artistic 
director and can’t wait to share this new programme with you. 

Once again we have a spectacular line-up of local heroes and national treasures 
for your consideration. I can’t recommend enough making a week of it and 
immersing yourself in winter cabaret in the refuge of His Majesty’s Theatre 
where you can catch three shows in an evening without needing to leave the 
building. Take a punt on someone you’ve never seen before and reacquaint 
yourself with some familiar voices, grab a bespoke cocktail or grazing platter as 
you traverse from the decadent Dress Circle Bar down to my favourite cabaret 
room in the country, Downstairs at His Maj.

This year we christen two new venues: On The Boards mid-week with seating 
on the stage of His Majesty’s using the auditorium as a stunning backdrop, 
and The Basement, a hidden subterranean gem which is impossibly up close 
and personal. And His Majesty’s Theatre in cabaret mode for our opening and 
closing weekends is once again a sight to behold. 

There really is something for everyone with free events including workshops, 
artist conversations, cabaret choir and an open mic night along with a 
programme bursting with storytellers and song spanning folk, opera, disco, 
jazz, broadway, soul and rock ’n’ roll. Use the handy calendar to help plan your 
Festival, we’ve made every effort to ensure you needn’t miss a show.

I love cabaret because it’s alive. There’s a certain magic when an audience 
and an artist truly meet and nowhere does this happen quite like it does in a 
cabaret performance. Come and be spellbound by some extraordinary artists 
who are just as excited to see you. 

I look forward to seeing you in a foyer in June.

With love,

MICHAEL GRIFFITHS
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR & BOARD 
PERTH INTERNATIONAL CABARET FESTIVAL

The Perth International Cabaret Festival is going ahead! Whilst 
the times have been challenging for arts organisations, I am 
delighted that the Perth International Cabaret Festival has made 
the brave and bold decision to go ahead with the 2022 Festival 
from 18 to 26 June 2022 at the wonderful His Majesty’s Theatre.

Our artistic team has curated a program which will:

Indulge… audiences and artists in a feast of experiences

Nurture… aspiring artists and audiences

Embrace… something for everyone

Create… artistic excellence

Inspire… new thinking

These events do not happen by chance and so I would 
like to express my huge gratitude to our:

 ◆ Club Cabaret Festival members who have stood by 
us and purchased a considerable number of tickets

 ◆ Patrons: Gina Williams and Guy Ghouse whose love 
and support is deeply appreciated

 ◆ Extraordinary team: Ali Welburn (Executive Producer), 
Graham Lovelock (Executive Producer) and our 
fabulous Artistic Director, Michael Griffiths

 ◆ Our festival partners; 

 ◆ Board members: Jo Wilkie, Laura Milke-Garner,  
Pam Herron, Catriona McLeod, Danny Olsen,  
Aaron Hales and Jay Emmanuel

Tickets are selling fast, so do not miss out!

JOHN POULSEN
CHAIR, PERTH INTERNATIONAL CABARET FESTIVAL
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MESSAGE FROM THE WA MINISTER  
FOR CULTURE AND THE ARTS:

Our beloved His Majesty’s Theatre is hosting the 2022 Perth 
International Cabaret Festival, which is fast becoming a stand-
out event in the Perth calendar. 

Western Australia’s unique landscape and diverse community 
inspires performers to bring stories to life, building cultural 
connections and celebrating the creativity of our wonderful 
State. I am so pleased that our homegrown talent will be 
joining national stars to entertain and beguile us for this week 
of winter cabaret performances. 

These past two years have brought many challenges, which 
have been most keenly felt by our arts and culture sector. I 
am very proud of what the performing arts sector in Western 
Australia has achieved and what it has to offer. I know how 
hard organisers, artists and performers have worked to bring 
these kinds of experiences to the community. 

This year’s programme has a remarkable range of local and 
visiting artists, including the renowned Vika and Linda Bull. 
It also boasts a free community involvement programme, 
with entertainment that will offer something for everyone, 
including a singing in Noongar Language workshop. 

I thank the wonderful artists who are taking part in this 
festival, bringing warmth and cheer to Perth audiences, 
and congratulations to the talented team who have put this 
festival together. 

HON. DAVID TEMPLEMAN MLA 
MINISTER FOR CULTURE AND THE ARTS
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2022 COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
PROGRAMME — FREE 

PROUDLY SUPPORTED BY LOTTERYWEST AND CITY OF PERTH 

The 2022 FREE Community Involvement Programme will once 
again celebrate diversity, inclusion, engagement, accessibility 
and of course, all things cabaret.
Register for a FREE ticket after 23 May at: ptt.wa.gov.au

2pm  |  Saturday 18 June  |  Dress Circle Bar  |  90 mins

The Cabaret Choir  
Love singing, but terrified of singing solo? Get excited about a harmony? Been 
a while since you’ve sung in a choir and worried you’ve forgotten how it goes? 
Trust us, it’s like riding a bike! 

Grab a group a friends or come on your own, but be ready to join us for a 
friendly and super fun afternoon of songs and laughs - and if it turns out you’re 
tone deaf we’ll just put you quietly on the melody. With artistic director Michael 
Griffiths at the helm and accompanied by local maestro Joe Louis Robinson, 
this performance will be shared on our website and socials. So, no pressure.

We’ll put a call out for song suggestions soon so keep an eye on our socials.

1pm  |  Sunday 19 June  |  Rehearsal Room  |  90 mins

So you think you can cabaret? 
Cabaret Writing Masterclass with PICF Artistic Director Michael Griffiths 
Got an idea for a cabaret show? Keen to try out your cabaret chops? 

Join PICF Artistic Director Michael Griffiths and maestro Joe Louis Robinson 
for a relaxed and informal ‘on the floor’ masterclass. Places for performers are 
strictly limited, so its first in best dressed. 

Michael has delivered workshops and refined cabaret shows all across the 
country and is passionate about helping performers find their own unique 
voice. In this 90 minute workshop Michael and Joe share their own processes, 
tips for storytelling, comic timing, performance skills and how to really connect 
with an audience. Whether you’re a seasoned pro or just testing the water, the 
afternoon will be friendly, fun and inspiring so bring your sheet music or ideas 
and come ready to share.

https://ptt.wa.gov.au/
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3pm  |  Sunday 19 June  |  Dress Circle Bar  |  90 mins

Singing in Noongar Language workshop with the Festival’s patrons  
— Gina Williams AM and Guy Ghouse
Returning for second year due to popular demand is the opportunity to learn 
to sing in Noongar from Gina and Guy’s catalogue of contemporary songs in 
Noongar language! 

Multi-award winning duo Gina Williams and Guy Ghouse invite you to join 
them to learn a welcome song, a counting song and a nursery rhyme in 
Noongar, and hear about the four principles of Koort (heart), Moort (family/
community), Boodja (land) and Koorlangka (children/legacy), and discuss their 
meaning to us individually and as a community.  

Spend an engaging and heart-warming 90 minutes with Gina and Guy, who 
capture the natural rhythms of the Noongar language, the traditional language 
of the South-Western region of WA, which is spoken by fewer than 400 people. 
No singing experience required and all ages and abilities are welcome. 

6pm  |  Tuesday 21 June  |  Downstairs at the Maj  |  60 mins

Cabaret Open Mic Night 
Come along for a surprise line up of emerging cabaret stars or be game and try 
your cabaret chops in front of a friendly and supportive audience. Participants 
are given 5 minutes to share their seasoned party piece or try something brand 
new in the country’s finest cabaret room. Tickets for the audience are free - but 
get in quick,  you never know which young cabaret superstar you might see 
making their debut! Registration details are on our website.

7:45pm  |  Thursday 23 June  |  Dress Circle Bar  |  30 mins

Selina Jenkins — Meet the artist  
BOOBS is a ground-breaking tale of mammary proportions from multi award-
winning musician and comedian, Selina Jenkins, that follows her life changing 
decision, a million opinions, a natural disaster and an ‘Australian first’.

1pm  |  Saturday 25 June  |  Dress Circle Bar  |  45 mins

Gill Hicks – In conversation 
Gill Hick’s multi-award-winning hour of spoken word weaves music and art to 
share the brilliance and wonder of life after death.  Gill is globally known as a 
survivor of the 2005 London terrorist bombing.
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THE WAIT  
— VIKA &  
LINDA BULL
WA PREMIERE  
OPENING NIGHT PERFORMANCE

Saturday 18 June @ 8pm | His Majesty’s Main Auditorium

The long wait is over for not only Vika & Linda fans, but lovers of great 
Australian music, with the beloved duo launching a new album — and 
Perth international Cabaret Festival is thrilled to announce that Vika & 
Linda will open the 2022 Festival. 

Debuting their first album of original songs in 19 years, interspersed 
with some old favourites and stories of their life in music, Vika and Linda 
Bull share their journey across three decades on the Australian music 
scene.

The songs, the stories, the music; you’ll be in for a very special PICF 
Opening Night with Australia’s favourite sisters!

 “Vika and Linda Bull have enchanted Australian music fans for 
the past three decades with their effervescent performance and 
effortless harmonies.” — KATHY MCCABE, THE DAILY TELEGRAPH

 “Their voices combined sound salty-sweet, and have that elusive 
twinned quality you only get when siblings sing together – two 
swallows swooping and spiralling in the air as if invisibly girded. Vika 
has great cut and articulation and can really open up the throttle. 
Linda is warm and mellow like honey. But they can switch roles. 
They can both be tough and tender.” — PAUL KELLY

Includes a Smoking Ceremony and Welcome to Country
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ANIMAL IN HIDING  
— LIOR
WA PREMIERE

Sunday 19 June @ 5pm | His Majesty’s Main Auditorium

Playing His Majesty’s Theatre for the first time, this very special 
performance sees one of Australia’s most successful and 
respected singer/songwriters, Lior, backed by a string quartet, 
performing an intimate concert of songs drawn from his vast 
back catalogue of recordings and debuting songs from ‘Animal 
in Hiding’, a new collaborative project with emerging singer/
songwriter Domini Forster. 

These songs, rooted in deep personal storytelling, involve 
intricate guitar tapestries and textural arrangements, with the 
key focal point being the rich and synergetic blend of Lior and 
Domini’s voices in harmony, harking back to folk icons of the 60’s. 

Lior burst on to the Australian music scene in 2005 with his 
stunning debut album — ‘Autumn Flow’.  Known for his dynamic 
and moving performances, Lior is one of a rare breed of artists 
that has achieved a great degree of success and critical acclaim, 
whilst maintaining an independence and individuality in their 
craft. 

 “One of the best voices going around” — RICHARD KINGSMILL, TRIPLE J

 “This near-perfect EP (Animal in Hiding) might make you 
believe in musical soulmates". — THE SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
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SIMPLY MEOW  
— MEOW MEOW
WA PREMIERE

Friday 24 June @ 8pm | His Majesty’s Main Auditorium

International Cabaret Diva Meow Meow returns to Perth for one night only in a 
special appearance for the Perth International Cabaret Festival.  

Meow Meow’s unique brand of subversive and sublime entertainment has 
hypnotized inspired & seduced audiences worldwide from London’s glittering 
West End to Lincoln Centre NY, Hollywood Bowl to the Sydney Opera House. 

Named ‘cabaret diva of the highest order’ (New York Post), the ‘Queen of 
Chanson’ (Berliner Zeitung), ‘Sensational’ (The Times) and ‘A phenomenon’ by 
the Australian press, the spectacular crowd-surfing tragi-comedienne has “a 
voice to break the most unwilling heart and a feeling for words that smashes 
through cynicism” (The Times UK). 

Multi-award winning Meow’s original music theatre works have been 
commissioned by David Bowie, Pina Bausch and Baryshnikov amongst 
others. She’s recently performed her “orchestrated chaos” with The London 
Philharmonic, Sydney Symphony at the Sydney Opera House and Seattle 
Symphony, and her latest album “Hotel Amour” with Pink Martini’s Thomas 
Lauderdale was ranked in the Times UK top 100 albums of 2019. 

With just piano and bass, Meow’s His Majesty’s show promises an intimate 
evening of simple beauty with the stellar performer.

 “Meow showed why she is one of cabaret’s best exponents… the 
uncanny ability to embody the essence of a song” — THE AUSTRALIAN

 “Meow blends performance art, cabaret and pop culture into a style 
that defies labelling” — PREVIEW MAGAZINE 
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UP CLOSE  
AND PERSONAL  
— PAUL CAPSIS
WA PREMIERE

Wednesday 22 June + Thursday 23 June @ 8:15pm 
On the Boards @ The Maj

A night with Paul Capsis is a roller coaster ride of channelling, storytelling, 
songs of heart, humour, shimmy, shake and a lot more…

Awarded the Adelaide Cabaret Festival Icon Award last year, Capsis brings to 
his first Perth Cab Fest, a night of his unique brand of performance. With over 
38 years in theatre, film and television and international touring, Mr Capsis is 
excited to re-visit one of his favourite cities for the first time in many years… in of 
all places, an intimate setting, his favourite performance style, up close and very 
personal. 

Join this gender bending shaman channellor as he weaves songs and stories to 
cut deep into spirit and uplift out of a difficult time to renewal and connection. 
Watch, as, unexpectedly, the Divas dive in to take over the craven body of 
Capsis and use him in any fashion they wish…. it is both hilarious and bizarre.

His co-artistic creator is none other than legend Jeremy Brennan on the keys 
blasting out many an eclectic mix of Soul, Blues, Gospel, Broadway and Rock ‘n’ 
Roll.

 “Whether swooning with soul, or belting it out like a bruise, Capsis’ 
turbo-powered voice makes each tune his own.” — SUNDAY TELEGRAPH

 “In all the world there is no one like Paul Capsis” — BAZ LUHRMANN

 “Paul Capsis really is a king” — AUSTRALIAN STAGE
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UP CLOSE  
AND PERSONAL  
— PAUL CAPSIS
WA PREMIERE

BOOBS  
— SELINA JENKINS
WA PREMIERE

Thursday 23 June @ 6:45pm + Friday 24 June @ 8:45pm 
Dress Circle Bar

‘BOOBS’ is a ground-breaking tale of mammary proportions that follows 
one woman and her two boobs through a life changing decision, a 
million opinions, a natural disaster and an ‘Australian first’.

When Selina chose, as a grown woman, to undergo elective surgery of 
a fiercely personal nature, she hoped for good health and great results. 
She hadn’t anticipated the metaphorical hurricane that surrounded her 
decision or simultaneously weathering a literal one. 

Selina Jenkins is a multi-award winning artist, acclaimed musician and 
celebrated musical comedian. Jenkins’ distinctive style of storytelling 
marries humour and heartbreak amongst cleverly written songs and 
thought-provoking anecdotes.    

— Winner Best Cabaret and Best Feminist Work,  
2019 Melbourne Fringe

— Four 2020 Green Room Awards for Writing, Original Songs,  
Best Artiste & Production in the Cabaret category

 “…the songs are beautifully crafted and superbly sung; Jenkins voice is 
capable of great delicacy and warmth, but also terrific guts and rock 
sensibility.” — TIMEOUT

 “One of the Top Five Stage Shows of 2019” — THE AGE
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STILL ALIVE (AND KICKING)  
— GILL HICKS
WA PREMIERE

Friday 24 June @ 6:45pm + Saturday 25 June @ 4pm 
Dress Circle Bar 

Still Alive (and Kicking) is an extraordinary sharing of an 
extraordinary lived experience. Accompanied by Dylan Paul on 
double bass and Julian Ferraretto on violin, singer and storyteller 
Gill Hicks guides us through a mesmerising hour where insights 
of life, through the reality of death, are powerfully shared using 
the languages of art, jazz and a spellbinding narrative of triumph 
over adversity.

This internationally acclaimed show won the much-coveted 
Edinburgh prize at the 2021 Adelaide Fringe and is Gill’s first 
foray back into live theatre since the life-changing events of the 
2005 London Bombings which left her with permanent injuries, 
most notably the loss of both her legs. Despite the horror, she 
is grateful and euphoric that she is indeed still alive and able to 
keep kicking with her prosthetic legs!

 “… a calling to all of us to relish the mundane as 
much as the magnificent,”  — STEVE DAVIS, THE ADELAIDE SHOW 

 “If there is one thing worth doing this Fringe, it is 
spending an hour in a darkened room with Gill Hicks.”  
— SAMELA HARRIS, THE BAREFOOT REVIEW 
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CLOSING NIGHT GALA
WORLD PREMIERE 

Saturday 25 June @ 8pm | His Majesty’s Main Auditorium

The hit of the 2021 Festival, the Closing Night Gala returns in 2022 with a brand-
new line-up so you can finish off Perth Cab Fest week with an almighty bang! 

In the splendour of His Majesty Theatre’s main auditorium in cabaret mode, 
the Closing Night Gala is the perfect way to cap off a week of extraordinary 
world-class entertainment featuring a line-up of the Festival’s brightest stars. 
Be reunited with your favourite cabaret artists, some you may have missed and 
get set for a few surprises.

Featuring the Perth Cab Fest house band led by Artistic Director Michael 
Griffiths, the evening promises to be festive, fun and fabulous. Slip into 
something fancy, catch a show either side and make a night of it — it’s your last 
chance for a fix of winter cabaret until we see you again in 2023!

 “This was the inaugural year of the Perth International Cabaret 
Festival, and after a glimpse at the calibre of this closing night 
performance, I have no doubt it will return in full force next year. 
I implore you to get your tickets for 2022 as soon as they become 
available — this is one festival you do not want to miss!”  
— THEATRE TRAVELS

 “The festival ended to raucous applause, and so many already looking 
forward to a return of the festival next year. The Gala was the perfect 
exclamation mark to end this wonderful festival, the first of hopefully 
many to come.” — BROADWAY WORLD.
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OVER THE RAINBOW   
— LIBBY HAMMER &  
ALI BODYCOAT

Saturday 18 June @ 6pm + Sunday 19 June @ 7pm 
Downstairs at the Maj

Perth jazz darlings Ali Bodycoat and Libby Hammer, perform a stunning 
collection of songs that celebrate gender and sexual diversity in our 
community. 

Supported by a world class jazz trio, our two glamour gals give the cabaret 
mashup treatment to classics from musical theatre, pop, country, disco and the 
great American songbook. 

Through a repertoire selected carefully from 1920s cabaret, the political 1970s 
right up until now, they explore issues surrounding gender inequality and come 
to the joyful and definite conclusion that we all have the same right to love. 

Ali and Libby have been performing together for nigh-on 25 years, and have 
at least nine collaborative acts to show for it. Their chemistry has developed 
through years of singing together, not to mention the many years of gossiping 
over a cup of tea and a sweet treat. Each of these glamour gals is a tour de 
force in her own right, whether on the jazz or cabaret stage, so when the two 
perform together, the result is a heady cocktail of glorious harmony, perfect 
blend and sparkling personality.

 “Perth’s most sophisticated, most harmonious, most talented, 
most entertaining and most endearing jazz artists. That’s a lot of 
superlatives, but each is richly deserved.” — RON BANKS, 2020
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SONGS FROM THE 
NOONGAROKE LOUNGE  
— GINA WILLIAMS &  
GUY GHOUSE
WORLD PREMIERE

Wednesday 22 June + Thursday 23 June @ 6pm 
On the Boards @ The Maj

In this never-to-be-repeated performance, exclusively created for the 
festival, award-winning cabaret artists Gina Williams and Guy Ghouse 
invite you for a night of cabaret Karaoke with a Noongar twist!

Featuring new takes on old classics, audience favourites and a couple 
of guilty pleasures, Songs from the Noongaroke Lounge celebrates the 
songs we love and the feelings that transcend language. Not confident 
you can sing along in Noongar? Don’t worry — Gina has mastered the art 
of sharing her wisdom and her joy of keeping this ancient local language 
living and breathing, and will have you joining in before you know it!

Because it’s never, ever about what separates us.

 “Songs in Noongar language transposed into English, and vice-versa 
show that Williams is a transcendent artist in any language, and her 
friend and collaborator Guy Ghouse’s generous, serene presence and 
fingerstyle acoustic guitar playing (often reminiscent of James Taylor, 
with the thumb taking the place of a pianists left hand) is a show in 
itself.”  
— DAVID ZAMPATTI, FROM THE TURNSTILES

 “Gina Williams & Guy Ghouse are stunning artists whose music is a 
celebration of life, community and a shared humanity.”   
— CAROLINE MOORE, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR, PORT FAIRY FOLK FESTIVAL
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MARIA, MARLENE AND ME 
— BRIGITTE HEUSER

Wednesday 22 June + Thursday 23 June @ 6:30pm 
Downstairs at the Maj

An exploration of two musical icons — Maria Callas and Marlene 
Dietrich — Brigitte Heuser shares the stories and songs of two 
icons of the 20th Century. In this genre busting cabaret, Mezzo-
Soprano Heuser covers an extreme range from opera to movie 
hits and cabaret, while exploring the fascinating off stage lives 
of these two remarkable divas whose artistry continues to 
inspire today.

New Zealand born Mezzo-Soprano Brigitte Heuser has 
performed opera, concert, and cabaret and across Europe and 
Australasia. She has been a soloist for New Zealand Opera, 
Opernloft Hamburg, Wanderlust Theatre NZ, the International 
Foundation for Arts and Culture in Japan, and at the BBC Proms 
at the Royal Albert Hall in London. She was a founding member 
of the operatic ensemble The Cast performing in theatres 
across Europe. Brigitte is now proudly based in Perth with her 
family and is a principal artist for West Australian Opera.

 “Throughout the evening Heuser, with a simple narrative, compared 
and contrasted the histories and personalities of Marlene Dietrich with 
the operatic Diva Maria Callas.” — PATRICIA GILL

Presented with His Majesty’s Theatre as part of the  
Downstairs at the Maj 2022 programme.
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THERE IS NOTHIN’  
LIKE A DAME  
— PETER CUMINS
WORLD PREMIERE

Thursday 23 June @ 8:30pm + Friday 24 June @ 6:30pm 
Downstairs at the Maj

He’s performed on stages all over the world in cities such as London, 
Amsterdam, Tel Aviv and Auckland but there’s one thing he’s never done and 
that’s lived out his leading lady dreams! In There Is Nothin’ Like a Dame, Peter 
Cumins inhabits the iconic roles played by some of the world’s most famous 
leading ladies. 

Celebrating trailblazing women such as Patti Lupone, Elaine Paige and 
Julie Andrews, Peter puts his own distinctive flair on his favourite ‘11 o’clock’ 
numbers. Featuring songs from classic musicals like Evita, Wicked, Funny Girl, 
Sunset Boulevard, Les Mis and many more, join Peter for a celebration of these 
ladies lives, their iconic roles and their legacy of song and sass.

 “Cumins is easily one of the best musical theatre vocalists in Perth right 
now. His impressive performance, paired with his natural ability to 
connect with his audience made for the slickest and most enjoyable 
show I’ve attended…” — PERTH HAPPENINGS 

 “Blessed with a gorgeous voice that simply soars, Peter is also a 
consummate performer who shows a genuine affection for his 
audience.” — STAGE WHISPERS 

 “Cumins gave us a truly brilliant show with stunning musicianship, 
great camaraderie and well-honed Broadway sparkle…” 
— OUTINPERTH
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A NIGHT OF  
RESPECT AND WONDER:  
STEVIE WONDER 
AND  
ARETHA FRANKLIN  
BY AVIIDA

Friday 24 June @ 8:30pm + Saturday 25 June @ 6:30pm 
Downstairs at the Maj

The undisputed Queen of Soul — Aretha Franklin — and Music legend  
Stevie Wonder, will be celebrated in this special performance event.

In this must see performance, AViiDA conjures soulful interpretations of Stevie 
and Aretha’s most memorable and signature songs, including Natural Woman, 
Think, Respect, Say a Little Prayer and Chain of Fools from Aretha’s catalogue, 
plus Signed, Sealed, Delivered, Superstition, Master Blaster, For Once in My Life 
and Sir Duke from Stevie’s masterful collection of songs.  

In a special one hour performance, audiences can also expect to hear other 
favourites and unforgettable songs from both artists repertoires.  

 “Aretha Franklin is the personification of the word DIVA. We all aspire 
to be as good as her, tell stories as well as her, portray emotions as 
perfectly as she does with one note. Aretha transcends, race, rank 
and gender. When you hear her name you know without a doubt she 
is the Queen of Soul. All hail the Queen.”  — PAULA 

 “If I could have a small portion of the career that Stevie Wonder has 
had, I would die happy. He has danced across genres and music 
charts from Rock n Roll, R&B, gospel to pop and Soul, leaving his mark 
on each of them. There are no other words to describe his innocence, 
playfulness, poise and talent, but “Wonderful”. — CLAY  
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LEFT TO MY IMAGINATION  
— ELOISE MADISON
WORLD PREMIERE

Saturday 18 June @ 6:15pm  | Dress Circle Bar

Emerging local artist Eloise Madison is your storytelling songstress and girl 
next door, creating a soulful mix of original pop and country music. She 
performs an acoustic set with her distinctive honest lyrics and emotive guitar 
playing, giving her audience the ability to draw from her experiences and self-
interpret those stories through song. In this performance, Eloise will immerse 
you in a world drawn from her second studio EP, ‘Left To My Imagination’ which 
is an arrangement of stories told from multiple points of view expressing the 
emotional struggles, triumphs and celebrations of the human mind. 

Eloise began playing guitar at the age of 6 while also writing music from 
the age of 12. However, it wasn’t until she began busking in the small town 
streets of Busselton, WA where she grew up, that her performance presence 
was noticed. After claiming third place in the town’s Battle of the Bands 
competition in 2021, Eloise began releasing music which led to her single, 
‘Highway Goodbye’ making the Top 10 on the AMRAP regional charts in 
September, 2021 for two weeks straight. 

 “I’ve always thought of songwriting as an avenue for me to creatively 
process the world around me, my deepest fears, and intense emotions I 
can’t otherwise understand. You see, I think there’s no safer and perilous 
place to be than your imagination, somehow there’s endless room 
for understanding but at the same time there exists this black hole of 
judgement spiralling in your mind”  — ELOISE MADISON, 2022
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CAMPFIRE  
UKULELE TORTURE  
— TOMÁS FORD

Saturday 18 June @ 8:30pm | The Basement

‘Scoutmaster’ Tomás Ford’s came a cropper last night, with a very public 
meltdown suddenly making his midlife crisis very visible.

Until then, scout camp had been tons of fun; the sky’s been clear for stargazing, 
everyone learnt a bunch of new knots — some kids even got to go canoeing. 
But, as usual with Tomás Ford, things got weird.

Tonight he’s invited you all to gather around the campfire for a ukulele 
singalong. He’s got a bunch of new comedy folk songs to show everyone… and 
he’s promised a couple of the volunteer Dads that he’ll try to talk to the kids 
about what happened.

Tomás spent almost two decades building a reputation for his one-of-a-kind 
alternative cabaret shows. His unpredictable shows, full of twisted humour and 
ragged synthpop, have made him a fixture of the Edinburgh Fringe and world 
festivals. But that’s no excuse for what happened. However, tonight, he’ll be 
singing his little songs in a much more vulnerable mode, with his unamplified 
voice accompanied only by ukulele. 

So, pull up a campchair around his (pretend) bonfire and enjoy the serenity... 
while he tries to explain what really happened.

 “Campfire Ukulele Torture continues the same demented exploration of 
the psyche of the eponymous characters he has created... by the time he’s 
finished with us, we’re forgiving his failures, cheering his successes — and 
getting what he’s on about.”  
— DAVID ZAMPATTI, SEESAW MAGAZINE
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Saturday 18 June @ 10:15pm + Friday 24 June @ 10:30pm 
+ Saturday 25 June @ 10:30pm | Downstairs at the Maj

The world has gone mad today... no cabaret festival is complete 
without a debauched late night variety night where old meets 
new and anything goes. 

Hosted by Artistic Director Michael Griffiths and his fabulous 
rocking house band, UPLATE DOWNSTAIRS is the perfect 
way to finish off an evening of songs, stories and sublime 
entertainment. Complete with cabaret inspired cocktails and 
indulgent cheeseboards, no two nights will be the same with 
an ever-changing stellar lineup of visiting superstars and local 
heroes. 

Why go home early when you can dress up and stay out uplate? 
What happens downstairs, stays downstairs. See you there!

 “Congratulations to the Cabaret Festival and all who sailed in it… it 
established a toe-hold in Perth’s festival calendar that, judging on its debut, 
should thrive in years to come.” — DAVID ZAMPATTI, SEESAW MAGAZINE  
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FREE 2022 Community Involvement Programme — proudly presented by: 

SATURDAY 18 JUNE
2PM The Cabaret Choir  (90 mins) Dress Circle Bar
6PM OVER THE RAINBOW  

— Libby Hammer and Ali Bodycoat  (70 mins)
Downstairs

6:15PM LEFT TO MY IMAGINATION — Eloise Madison  (55 mins) Dress Circle Bar
8PM THE WAIT — Vika & Linda Bull  (85 mins) Main Auditorium
8:30PM CAMPFIRE UKULELE TORTURE — Tomás Ford  (70 mins) The Basement
10:15PM UPLATE DOWNSTAIRS  (60 mins) Downstairs

SUNDAY 19 JUNE 
1PM Cabaret Writing Masterclass  (90 mins) Rehearsal Room 
3PM Singing in Noongar Workshop  (90 mins) Dress Circle Bar 
5PM ANIMAL IN HIDING — Lior  (80 mins) Main Auditorium
7PM OVER THE RAINBOW  

— Libby Hammer and Ali Bodycoat  (70 mins)
Downstairs

TUESDAY 21 JUNE 

6PM OPEN MIC NIGHT  (60 mins) Downstairs 
7:30PM ABC RADIO DRIVE COMEDY DEBATE — 

Is Life a Cabaret, Ole Chum?  (90 mins)
On the Boards

WEDNESDAY 22 JUNE 
6PM SONGS FROM THE NOONGAROKE LOUNGE  

— Gina Williams and Guy Ghouse  (60 mins)
On the Boards

6:30PM MARIA, MARLENE AND ME — Brigitte Heuser  (60 mins) Downstairs
8:15PM UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL — Paul Capsis  (50 mins) On the Boards 

EVENT PROGRAMME
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EVENT PROGRAMME

THURSDAY 23 JUNE
6PM SONGS FROM THE NOONGAROKE LOUNGE  

— Gina Williams and Guy Ghouse  (60 mins)
On the Boards

6:30PM MARIA, MARLENE AND ME — Brigitte Heuser  (60 mins) Downstairs
6:45PM BOOBS — Selina Jenkins  (60 mins) Dress Circle Bar 
7:45PM Meet the Artist — Selina Jenkins  (30 mins) Dress Circle Bar
8:15PM UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL — Paul Capsis  (50 mins) On the Boards 
8:30PM THERE IS NOTHIN’ LIKE A DAME — Peter Cumins  (60 mins) Downstairs

FRIDAY 24 JUNE
6:30PM THERE IS NOTHIN’ LIKE A DAME — Peter Cumins  (60 mins) Downstairs
6:45PM STILL ALIVE (AND KICKING): Gill Hicks  (60 mins) Dress Circle Bar
8PM SIMPLY MEOW: Meow Meow  (80 mins) Main Aud
8:30PM A NIGHT OF RESPECT AND WONDER: STEVIE WONDER  

AND ARETHA FRANKLIN by AViiDA  (60 mins)
Downstairs

8:45PM BOOBS: Selina Jenkins  (60 mins) Dress Circle Bar
10:30PM UPLATE DOWNSTAIRS  (60 mins) Downstairs

SATURDAY 25 JUNE
1PM In conversation with Gill Hicks  (45 mins) Dress Circle Bar
4PM STILL ALIVE (AND KICKING): Gill Hicks  (60 mins) Dress Circle Bar
6:30PM A NIGHT OF RESPECT AND WONDER — STEVIE WONDER AND 

ARETHA FRANKLIN by AViiDA  (60 mins)
Downstairs

8PM CLOSING NIGHT GALA  (90 mins) Main Auditorium
10:30PM UPLATE DOWNSTAIRS  (60 mins) Downstairs

SUNDAY 26 JUNE
12 Noon CLUB CABARET Founding Members Lunch
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THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS

Government Partner

Venue Partner

Corporate Partner

Legal Partner

Local Government Partner

Beverage Partner

Media Partner Media Partner Community Partner

Community Partner

Communications Partner

Premium WA Wine Partner

ABOUT  
PERTH INTERNATIONAL CABARET FESTIVAL

Until 2021, Perth was the only state in Australia not to have its own dedicated 
cabaret festival. We were thrilled to deliver a brand new and exciting addition 
to Perth’s arts, culture and storytelling landscape. 

Perth International Cabaret Festival is the brainchild of Ali Welburn and  
Graham Lovelock.  Supported by an enthusiastic group of people with arts, 
community, business and governance expertise, a non-profit company was 
established in 2019 with renowned cabaret artist Michael Griffiths joining 
the team as Artistic Director. In 2020 award-winning and respected artists  
Gina Williams AM and Guy Ghouse accepted our invitation to be the 
festival’s patrons.

Storytelling, artistic excellence and the celebration of culture is the beating 
heart of everything we do. Fr
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PERTH INTERNATIONAL CABARET FESTIVAL 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Michael Griffiths

FESTIVAL PATRONS

Gina Williams AM & Guy Ghouse

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS AND FOUNDERS

Ali Welburn – Programming and Marketing
Graham Lovelock – Administration and Finance

PERTH INTERNATIONAL CABARET FESTIVAL BOARD

John Poulsen – Chair
Danny Olsen – Treasurer

Jo Wilkie
Pam Herron

Laura Milke-Garner
Aaron Hales

Catriona Macleod
Jay Emmanuel

HIS MAJESTY’S THEATRE

Helen Stewart and all of the wonderful staff at 
His Majesty’s Theatre and Perth Theatre Trust

FESTIVAL PRODUCTION, ADMINISTRATION AND BRANDING

Rhys Morris – Righteye Creative 
CGM Communications 

Culture Counts 
Ross and Anna Infirri – Presto Accounting Solutions

Pina Caffarelli and Associates – Auditors 
Herbert Smith Freehills

Mandina Oh and all the staff at ABC Perth

ADMINSTRATION

PO Box 715
Mount Lawley, WA 6929

E: indulge@perthcabaret.com.au

Perth International Cabaret Festival donations are 100% tax deductible.  
Please email indulge@perthcabaret.com.au for further information.

mailto:indulge%40perthcabaret.com.au?subject=


perthcabaretfestival.com.au

Indulge  |  Nurture  |  Embrace  |  Create  |  Inspire


